Dear LX521 Lovers,
Recently, Siegfried Linkwitz was honoured with ALMAs Titanium Driver
Award. It recognizes a specific technical contribution, accomplishment
or expertise in the loudspeaker industry.

We want to celebrate this with the launch of Siegfried Linkwitz´
reference design LX521 as fully assembled speaker series.
...and the TITANIUM DRIVER AWARD promotion:
The first ten pairs ship at a promotional price !

TheAudioCritic.com (Peter Aczel):
The speakers naturally disappear as soon as you start the music; you don’t even have to close your
eyes....I would go even further—you have to make a slight mental effort to be aware that the
speakers are actually there! It’s uncanny.
The precise phantom images produced by the LX521 create the most solidly three-dimensional
soundstage of any stereo system in my listening experience.

The fully assembled and finished LX521s are carrying
12 SEAS drivers and matched/enhanced crossover parts.
Of course, extras and goodies like hidden cabling,
slim bridge feet and Speakon plugs are included.

As soon as our first production batch is sold, the special pricing
of TITANIUM DRIVER AWARD promotion ends.
We offer the first ten pairs of LX521 all black, top-baffles white, in basic
configuration for only €2990€ ! €3790 with ASP. (inside EU shipment: add 19% VAT)

Top-baffles and bridges may be altered to get your personal version of
the LX521, TITANIUM series:

fine veneered multilayer plywood
Cherry

Makassar

Bubinga

3-layered massive wood
Oak

Bamboo/coffee

Black Walnut

or Panzerholz B25 top-baffles, dull black finish
Checkout the unique sonic properties
of this high tec material here.
Panzerholz is applied e.g. as dampening
chassis in race cars and bullet proof doors.
The raw material is more than 10x the price of
birch plywood and needs high quality tools
for cutting/milling. It´s twice as heavy (1,4) as birch plywood (0,7).

All woofer V-frames and baffle supports come finished in dull, black MDF
>>>> For pricing and ordering , just fill in and return the attached xls-file.

Electronics for the LX521
ASP

comes with ARTA test protocols. The critical components have the
same or better tolerances than specified (PP caps 1or2%):
ASP pbcs are enclosed in a precious custom- made case with a
3mm thick (!) aluminium body, that provides good shielding. Finished
with dark graphite powder-coating.
The subcut switches multifold parallel switching reduces contact
resistance in the signal path. Silver plated, PTFE insulated high
quality wires are used in the signal path.
Lasered "magicLX521" logo with several backlight options..
The ASP can handle balanced and unbalanced inputs.
Tweeter and woofer level adjustements (see pink noise test in the
construction manual) can be easily performed from outside via
small openings at the top .
ca 44x36x5,5 cm

ASP-select
upgade by using manually selected PPcaps with tolerances of
max +/-0,5% accepted. For tighter L/R channel channel matching.
Only a limited number of those boards is available.
The ASP feeds your 6 or 8 channel amplifier (e.g. ATI or Emotiva)

....or go for the integrated solution: 44 x 36 x 5,5 cm

The LX521 PowerBox

ASP and amplification 4x400W (high quality Hypex components) in
one slim case per side (44x36x5,5 cm).
Our first PowerBoxes are running their long term tests successfully.
The neutral sound of Hypex amplification is an excellent match for the
neutral Reference Monitor LX521. Dimensions 44x36x5,5 cm.
We are looking for interested beta testers for the PowerBox.
110V and 220V versions available.
Contact info@magicLX521.com for details.
(special beta-tester kit prices apply)
www.magicLX521.com
www.linkwitzlab.com

